
 

 

 
Thursday Sessions – April 20th  
 
“Getting a seat for risk discussions at the table” Gary Langsdale – Palm Garden B & C 
Hear a few common-sense ideas to elevate risks as a conversation with senior leaders, and make something 
happen! 
 
“You want to do WHAT?”  Gary Langsdale – Elkhart A 
A discussion of various risk management topics on your campus, and practical solutions for some of them.  
Includes big-picture risks and the more practical things that are happening RIGHT NOW on your campus. 
 
“Environmental Crisis on Campus – How to prepare and respond” D’Arcy Gravelle – Palm Garden E 
What are the potentials for an exposure for your college? Does your college have an “action plan” should 
there be a release of a hazardous substance to the environment? This session will address some of the 
broader types of environmental hazards typical to the Wisconsin Technical Colleges. 
 
“Workers Compensation Causation Evaluation Process” Tom Yoss – Palm Garden E 
Tom will be sharing with the audience some “real WTCS” examples as part of how he and his unit have 
investigated several DMI claims in the past.   
 
“Workers Compensation Cases. Why some are won and some lost?”  Paul Riegel – Palm Garden E 
Have you ever wondered why some Workers Comp cases are won and some lost, especially when you think 
you’ve got a “good” case?  Paul will help make some sense of the hearing process and what colleges might do 
to strengthen their cases. 
 
“Campus Security Department Best Practices” Dan Jacobson – Palm Garden F 
Not all colleges have a Campus Security Department and those that do will have variations due to size, campus 
population, and locations. Dan will be sharing the “best practices” that have worked for Northcentral 
Technical College. 
 
“FBI’s Role in Cyber Security” Byron Franz – Elkhart B 
Your college has had a cyber security breach; your IT department should have activated an action plan.  Now 
what role will the FBI play in this breach?  
 
“Annual Meeting” – Rob Mulcahy – Palm Garden B & C 
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Thursday Sessions – April 20th (Continued) 
  
“Hot Topics in Higher Education” Rob Mulcahy & Joe Olson – Elkhart A 
Topics will include an update on the Memon Litigation (EEOC, ERD, discrimination, failure to hire allegations 
made against Tech Colleges), Foundations and the process for filing claims, e-signatures and other legal topics 
impacting higher education. 
 
“Managing the Risk of Minors on Campus” Aaron Lundberg – Elkhart A 
Praesidium’s presentation will provide attendees with a foundational understanding of child sexual abuse in a 
university setting: how abuse and false allegations occur, how to manage this risk through prevention systems, 
and campus leadership’s role in the process.  Praesidium will share industry trends, case studies, and provide a 
collaborative opportunity to explore the importance of a comprehensive approach.   
 
“The Importance of a Causality Care Program” Christopher Wistom, MD – Palm Garden F 
Our Casualty Care program was built by necessity. It's clear that for first responders waiting to access 
wounded is no longer an option. The CCC (Casualty Care in the Classroom)/WCC (Workplace Casualty Care) 
education is a vital component to the response that empowers teachers, students and the layperson who find 
themselves within these situations how to treat preventable causes of death. 
 
“Lessons Learned from Recent Crisis Call Center Activation” Andrea Chiroff – Elkhart B 
 This presentation will describe the operations and outcomes of recent Empathia Crisis Call Center 
activation. Case studies include transportation accidents, workplace accident, natural disaster and active 
shooter incidents. 
 
“The Cyber Risk Landscape and Impact on Tech Colleges” Mark Greisiger – Elkhart B 
This session will provide an overview on some now common cyber threats & liabilities facing Tech Colleges 
every day. Will also explore some example costs associated with cyber/ data breach claims (based on the 
findings from recent NetDiligence Cyber Claims Study) and will include some suggested practical loss control 
measures a college entity can undertake to mitigate their exposures. Finally, will note a DMI cyber risk 
management resource - called the DMI eRiskHub - and provide a quick overview on some features that tech 
colleges can take advantage of. 
 
"The Importance of Violence Prevention Training" Pam Roncone – Palm Garden F 
Did you ever wonder what Violence Prevention Training is and the value it would have for your organization? 
Have you seen an increase in disrespectful, belligerent, or bullying behaviors? This session will provide an 
overview of why Violence Prevention Training is important, the benefits that it can bring to your organization, 
and based on the world we currently live in why there is such a strong need for this type of training. Along 
with benefits to your organization, you will gain an understanding to the value and benefits this type of 
training will bring to your staff members, while continuing to promote a culture of respect, service, and safety 
within the workplace. 
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 Friday Sessions – April 21st  
 
"DSPS Updates and How DSPS Differs from OSHA” Ann Jurkowski – Palm Garden E 
The Division of Industry Services establishes and enforces occupational safety and health standards for public 
sector employees. The Department of Safety and Professional Services (DSPS) is the section within Industry 
Services that is responsible for providing consultation and inspection services that support public sector 
occupational safety and health. DSPS staff will review enforcement code updates and provide information on 
how DSPS code and enforcement differs from OSHA regulations and enforcement. 
 
“Everything You've Always Wanted to Know About URMIA & MORE!” Jennifer Whittington – Elkhart A 
Come to this session to learn all about the benefits of DMI's membership in 
the University Risk Management and Insurance Association (URMIA). You will hear about our professional 
development opportunities including webinars, our ARM study course and our live regional and annual 
conferences. You will also learn more about the URMIAnetwork (our online community) and how you can get 
the most from it.   URMIA’s mission is to advance the discipline of risk management in higher education. We 
provide our members with a variety of benefits to help build the professionalism of higher education risk 
management and, most importantly, to make your life easier. 
 
“Is the College Insured for That?”  Steven Stoeger-Moore – Palm Garden F 
This session will discuss coverage available to the Colleges through the six (6) DMI issued policies.   
It will address types and limits of coverage for Drone Use, Auto Liability, Workers’ Comp., Buildings and 
Contents, Auto Damage, and Slips and Falls for examples.  Attendees are encouraged to bring their questions 
and “what if” scenarios for in depth discussion. 
 
"Lessons Learned from ServiceMaster Crisis Response" Mark Cyganiak – Elkhart B 
Mark will discuss best practices and lessons learned from the "hands on" response to crisis that could occur at 
a Wisconsin Technical College. 
 
“Emerging Issues in the Commercial Insurance World” Charlie Kingdollar – Elkhart A & B 
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